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A MINDFUL MOMENT



GETTING TO KNOW YOU

Without using the title of your job, tell 
me what you do.
(5 words or less)

Go to menti.com
and

use the code
8956 6307



WHAT BEHAVIOR CHANGES ARE YOU NOTICING IN YOURSELF 
OR YOUR CO-WORKERS?

Go to menti.com
and

use the code
8956 6307



Source: Whole Hearted School Counseling



e·mo·tion·al · in·tel·li·gence
noun

Enables us to monitor the impact of our actions, manage our own stress and respond 
more effectively to others.



Source: ThinkPsych



WHAT ACTIVATES YOUR EMOTIONS?

Go to menti.com
and

use the code
6717 732



WHAT CAUSES EMOTIONS TO BE ACTIVATED?

Passive 
Aggressive 
Behavior

Blaming
Criticizing

or
Judging

Sarcasm
Frustration

or
Irritation

Anger
Worry

or
Nervousness

Unhappiness
Silent 

Treatment
Crying



HOW DOES EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IMPACT 
WORK PERFORMANCE?
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MENTAL HEALTH IN THE WORKPLACE



WHAT IS A MENTAL DISORDER?

• It is a diagnosable illness that affects a person’s thinking, 
emotional state, and behavior

• Disrupts the person’s ability to:
• Work 
• Carry out daily activities
• Engage in satisfying relationships



50% 
in a 

lifetime

½ of all 

mental health 

issues start 

by age 14

¾ of all 

mental health 

issues start 

by age 24



Type of Mental Disorder % Adults

Anxiety disorder 21.3               .

Major depressive disorder 7.1               .

Substance use disorder* 7.6

Bipolar disorder 1.8             .

Eating disorders 0.05-0.44

Schizophrenia 0.3-0.6

Any mental disorder 24.8*              .

Source: Mental Health First Aid Participant Manual, National Council for Mental Wellbeing

HOW COMMON ARE MENTAL DISORDERS?



HOW COMMON ARE MENTAL DISORDERS?

• Approximately 1 in 5 adults in the 
United States are diagnosed with a 
mental disorder in a single year.

• Account for 25% of years of life lost due 
to disability or early death.



HOW COMMON ARE MENTAL DISORDERS?

25% 

of years of life 

lost due to 

disability or 

early death



COMMON SIGNS & SYMPTOMS

• Headaches, pain, changes in weight

• Decreased memory/concentration

• Neglect of responsibilities

• Loss of motivation

• Withdrawing from/avoiding others

• Crying spells

• Substance use

• Showing distress or little to no 

emotion

• Inability to concentrate

• Indecisiveness or confusion

• Mind racing or going blank

• Self-blame/self-criticism

• Lack of confidence

• Worry about many aspects of 

their lives

• Believe others see them in a 

negative light

• Anger/Irritability

• Easily agitated

• Sadness

• Frustration

• Excessive Guilt/Fear

• Doubt/Worry

• Helplessness/Hopeless

• Low self-esteem

• Oversensitive to criticism

• Sense of impending danger, 

panic or doom

• Always tired
• Lack of energy
• Weight loss/gain
• Headaches, muscle aches
• Irregular menstrual cycle
• Unexplained aches and pains
• Increased heart rate
• Shortness of breath/rapid 

breathing
• Sweating, dizziness, 

numbness
• GI problems

Source: Mental Health First Aid, National Council for Mental Wellbeing, 2021

Behaviors Emotions ThoughtsAppearance



WITHOUT EARLY INTERVENTION

1. Loss of self-esteem and confidence

2. Increased risk of depression and suicide

3. Increased use of alcohol and drugs

1. Poorer long-term functioning

2. Disruption of education and employment

3. Strain on relationships and subsequent 
loss of social supports



SOCIETAL IMPACT OF MENTAL ILLNESS
• People with mental health challenges live, on average, 25 years 

less than those without mental health challenges

• Approximately 87% of people who die by suicide have a mental 
health challenge

• One third of people who die by suicide had alcohol or other drugs 
in their toxicology reports

• People with mental health challenges only account for 4% of 
violent crimes

• 10 times more likely to be the victim of violence.

Aggression 
and 

violence 
are not the 

same.



MENTAL HEALTH IS A DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION ISSUE

•Demographic groups experience and are impacted by mental health 
differently

• Significant difference across

• Racial and ethnic groups

•Gender

•Age

• Sexual orientation

• Parents vs. non-parents

Source: Mind Share Partners Mental Health at Work Report, 2019



WHAT IS WELL-BEING?

An individual’s ability to transcend the absence of illness by securing 
traction and balance in both work and recreation.



WHY DOES MENTAL WELL-BEING MATTER?

• Increased risk for burnout

• Impacts work performance

• Fuels increased struggles with depression, anxiety 
and addiction



8 DIMENSIONS 
OF WELL-BEING
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The ability to express feelings, adjust to emotional challenges, cope 
with life’s stressors and enjoy life.

Meditate for 10 
minutes

Listen to your 
favorite music

Positive 
affirmations

https://lifeofwellness.ca/about-melanie/8-dimensions-of-wellness/emotional-wellness/
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Made up of a healthy body, good physical health habits: nutrition, 
exercise, sleep and appropriate health care.

Stay Active
Take the Stairs

Drink plenty of 
water

Healthy snack 
drawer

https://lifeofwellness.ca/about-melanie/8-dimensions-of-wellness/physical-wellness/
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Developing a sense of connection, belonging and a well-developed support 
system. Healthy relationships with friends, family and the community.

Help a friend or 
neighbor Volunteer

Quality time 
with family

https://lifeofwellness.ca/about-melanie/8-dimensions-of-wellness/social-wellness/
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Involves participating in activities that provide personal satisfaction from 
one’s work either employment or volunteering.

Review work 
schedule and 

remove 
unnecessary 
obligations

Ask for help! Schedule time 
off!

https://lifeofwellness.ca/about-melanie/8-dimensions-of-wellness/occupational-wellness/
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Involves things such as income, debt, and savings. It also includes a person’s 
satisfaction with current and future financial situations.

Establish a budget Donate to 
favorite charity

Meet with 
financial 
planner

https://lifeofwellness.ca/about-melanie/8-dimensions-of-wellness/financial-wellness/
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Involves being able to be safe and feel safe. This includes occupying pleasant, 
stimulating environments that support our well-being as well as accessing clean 

air, food and water.

Spend time 
outdoors

Recycle 
whenever 
possible

Organize 
workplace and 
add things that 

make you 
happy

https://lifeofwellness.ca/about-melanie/8-dimensions-of-wellness/environmental-wellness/
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Recognizing creative abilities and finding ways to expand knowledge and skills. 
Involves many things that keep our brains active and our intellect expanding.

Learn a new skill
Do a crossword 
puzzle or play 

Wordle

Know your 
strengths and 

lead with them

https://lifeofwellness.ca/about-melanie/8-dimensions-of-wellness/intellectual-wellness/


Expanding one’s personal beliefs and values and involves having meaning, 
purpose and a sense of balance and peace.

Write down 
values and beliefs

Appreciate the 
beauty of 

nature

Reach out and 
help someone 

in need

https://www.lifeofwellness.ca/8-dimensions-of-wellness/spiritual-wellness/


MANAGING CHANGE AND THRIVING DURING 
CHALLENGING TIMES

Image by Freepik



BURNOUT

• No mental reserve

• Lack of appreciation

• Blindsided by betrayal



Common elements can break us down

cruelty powerless

misperception blindsided

unsupported
overwhelmed unexpected

assumptions unappreciated

Uncertainty



re·sil·ience 
noun

The process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy threats or 
significant sources of stress.



SITUATIONS THAT HELP BUILD RESILIENCE

• Adversity
• Trauma or tragedy
• Threats or harassment
• Stress or overwhelm
• Relationship problems
• Financial problems
• Health problems
• Work or school issues



Hudson River Plane Landing

SITUATIONS THAT HELP BUILD RESILIENCE



APA’s ROAD TO RESILIENCE

• Move toward goals

• Take decisive actions

• Accept change as part of life

• Connect with people

Live Meaningfully 

• Avoid seeing problems as insurmountable

• Maintain a hopeful outlook

• Keep things in perspective 

Promote a Positive Perspective

• Take time for yourself

• Look for opportunities of self-discovery 

• Nurture a positive view of yourself

Prioritize You 



RECOGNIZING AND
EXPLORING YOUR 
STRESSORS



EACH ‘A’ IS A POTENTIONAL OPTION WHEN DEALING WITH A 
SPECIFIC STRESSOR 

Stress
management

Accept Avoid

Alter Adapt

Source: Adapted from Mayo Clinic Staff (2016). Need Stress Relief? Try the 4 A’s. Retrieved from https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/stress-management/in-depth/stress-relief/art-20044476?pg=2



ACCEPT the things and people you really cannot change

• Don’t try to control the uncontrollable

• Look at challenges as opportunities
for personal growth and learning

• Share your feelings to help reduce their 
power over your emotions

• Learn to forgive and move on



AVOID unnecessary stress

• Learn to say “no” and have boundaries

• Avoid people who create a stressful 
environment whenever possible

• Establish a low-stress workspace

• Prioritize your “to-do” list and dropping 
tasks or activities that aren’t truly 
necessary



ALTER the external situation

• Modify your environment

• Change your routines

• Set boundaries in your relationships



ADAPT your internal thought process

• Reframe problems as a desired solution 
(“I don’t sleep enough” reframed as 
“I need to improve the quality of my sleep”)

• Consider potential consequences 
of taking various actions — look at 
the big picture

• Set clear and reasonable expectations 
and standards for yourself



BREAKOUT ROOM
In small groups, discuss:

1. Which of the 4 As you can 
commit to today to better 
manage your stress.

2. What is one new habit you can 
begin to practice for the next 2 
weeks to help increase your 
resilience?

3. Identify a recorder/reporter

46

Accept the things and people you really cannot change
Avoid unnecessary stress
Alter the external situation
Adapt your internal thought process



THE POWER OF
SOCIAL CONNECTIONS



SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326184224_Fostering_Social_Connection_in_the_Workplace



WHO IS YOUR PERSON?

Family Friends Colleagues

Community Faith



WHY DOES SOCIAL CONNECTION MATTER?

• Improves your quality of life

• Boosts your mental health

• Helps you live longer

• Decreases your risk of suicide



THINGS TO CONSIDER

• What are your interests or hobbies? 

• What kind of personalities are you naturally 
comfortable around? 



TIPS FOR BUILDING SOCIAL CONNECTIONS



TIPS FOR BUILDING SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

• Look for ways to get involved with others

• Take care of yourself while taking care of others

• Get active together

• Build healthy relationships



LOOK FOR WAYS TO GET INVOLVED WITH 
OTHERS

• Help at a community garden or park

• Take a class to try something new

• Participate in neighborhood events



GET ACTIVE TOGETHER

• Start walking with family or friends

• Try different activities

• Consider joining an exercise group



BUILD HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS

56

• Share your feelings honestly

• Ask for what you need from others

• Compromise
• Try to come to agreements that work for everyone

• Set boundaries
• Decide what you are and aren’t willing to do



TIPS FOR TALKING 
ABOUT IT



TIPS FOR SUPPORTING EMPLOYEES

•Be vulnerable and lead by example

•Model healthy behaviors

•Evaluate your organization’s culture

•Show compassion and empathy
• Give them grace and…

•Encourage staff to take time off 

•Offer flexibility and be inclusive

•COMMUNICATE! COMMUNICATE! COMMUNICATE!



TIPS FOR TALKING WITH EMPLOYEES

•Be aware that their feelings are very real

•Be in the present with them without comparing to your own 
experiences

• Encourage open communication

•Check in with them

•Ask open-ended questions 

•Be genuine and respectful

•Acknowledge their feelings and LISTEN

•Simply ask how they are feeling – and listen



TIPS FOR TALKING WITH EMPLOYEES

• Be comfortable with silence

• Be aware of your body language and facial expressions

• Be positive with your feedback

• Be helpful with language without telling them how they   
feel or “should” feel



•Understand your rights

•Talk to employee health department or Human 
Resources

•Plan the conversation with your boss

•Practice your draft. Keep it professional

•Need to know topics

•Share what you’re comfortable disclosing

TIPS FOR TALKING TO YOUR BOSS



•Examples with simple facts

•Glows – Better fit?

•Face-to-face or virtual conversation

•Offer and ask solutions

•Ask for follow up conversation

TIPS FOR TALKING TO YOUR BOSS



HOW WOULD YOU SUPPORT?

Steven is a new coworker at your practice, recently moving to Southern Pines from 
Colorado for this new job in Durham with his wife and young daughter. You can tell that 
the transition hasn’t been easy for him. He discloses to you that he often feels 
inadequate at work, as many people expect to him know certain resources specific to 
the area. He shares that while people in Southern Pines are warm and friendly, there 
was a different sense of community in Colorado. He used to go on hikes to relax and 
destress, but it is hard here with his longer hours, and commute home. Overall, he feels 
like he has less time for himself, and less time for his family. When he is alone, he 
wonders if maybe he made the wrong choice, and he uprooted his entire family only to 
fail in a new city. He discloses that even when he is not working, he is unable to relax.

What might you do and say to show support to Steven?



SEIZE THE AWKWARD

• I’m concerned about you.

• I’ve noticed you’ve been down lately. Are you ok?

• Something seems to be bothering you. Do you want to talk about it?

• Is something bothering you?

• It’s hard for me to understand exactly what you’re doing through, but I 

can see that it’s distressing for you.

• How long have you been feeling like this?

• Have you spoken to anyone about this before?



TAKING CARE OF YOU



WHAT IS SELF-CARE?

What people do for themselves to 
establish and maintain health, and 
to prevent and deal with illness. 

Source: World Health Organization, 1998; ParentsCAN



Photos by Yarosla Shuraev and Cottonbro from Pexels

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR SELF-CARE IN THE LAST 14 DAYS?

Go to menti.com
and

use the code
6717 732

https://www.pexels.com/photo/self-care-isn-t-selfish-signage-2821823/?utm_content=attributionCopyText&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=pexels


TIPS FOR SELF-CARE

• Positive affirmations

• Establish a routine

• Acknowledge your feelings/Ask for help

• Take a break/Log off

• Take care of your body

• Do things you enjoy during non-work hours

• Build Community

• Find a therapist! USE YOUR EAP & OTHER WELLNESS 
RESOURCES!!

• Make time for solitude

• Establish boundaries without guilt



DEVELOPING YOUR SELF-CARE PLAN



What’s Your 
Self-Care Plan?

Recognizing the need for 
physical activity, nutrition, 

sleep and diet

Coping effectively with life 
and creating satisfying 

relationships 

Personal satisfaction and 
enrichment derived from 

one’s work

Developing a sense of 
connection, belonging, and a 

well-developed support 
system

Recognizing creative abilities 
and finding ways to expand 

knowledge and skills

Satisfaction with current and 
future finances

RBH Wellness Solutions, LLC, March 2018

IntellectualEmotionalPhysical

Environmental

Good health by occupying 
pleasant, stimulating 

environments that support 
well-being

Expanding our sense of 
purpose and meaning in life

Spiritual

Occupational Social Financial

Source: Adapted from Swarbrick, M. (2006). A wellness approach. Psychiatric Rehabilitation Journal, 29(4), 311–314. 



My Self-Care 
Plan

Current practice:

New practice:

Current practice:

New practice:

Current practice:

New practice:

Current practice:

New practice:

Current practice:

New practice:

Current practice:

New practice:

RBH Wellness Solutions, LLC, March 2018

IntellectualEmotionalPhysical

Environmental

Current practice:

New practice:

Current practice:

New practice:

Spiritual

Occupational Social Financial

Source: Adapted from Swarbrick, M. (2006). A wellness approach. Psychiatric Rehabilitation Journal, 29(4), 311–314. 



My Self-Care Commitment

I will do the following over the next 14 days:

I will do the following over the next 30 days:

My accountability partner is: 

RBH Wellness Solutions, LLC, March 2018



RBH Wellness Solutions, LLC, March 2018
Source: Adapted from Shirley Reiser, LCSW and Lisa D. Butler, PhD from materials provided by Sandra A. Lopez, LCSW, ACSW, University of Houston,
Graduate School of Social Work

Barriers to maintaining my self-care strategies How will I address these barriers and remind myself to practice self-care?

Negative coping strategies I would like to use less or not at all What will I do instead?



SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY
In small groups, discuss:

• Select one of the 8 dimensions of 
wellness that you want to focus on.

• Identify current practice and what 
you want to add as a new practice.

• Complete the self-care commitment 
– 14 days and 30 days. 

• Identify barriers and negative coping 
strategies and solutions for 
managing them. It’s ok if you don’t 
get through it in its entirety. ☺



A Playbook for Supporting Mental Wellbeing in the Workplace

• Grab your smartphone
• Scan the QR Code
• Follow the instruction 

sheet



• Choose text message reminders, enter phone number
• Select check-in time
• Choose password and write on instruction sheet

A Playbook for Supporting Mental Wellbeing in the Workplace



• Create a commitment for the next 4 weeks
• Utilize your smart phone for check-ins
• Track your progress
• Set benchmark as of today with rating and explanation
• Click Check In

A Playbook for Supporting Mental Wellbeing in the Workplace



Source: Whole Hearted School Counseling



YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO….

79

Say no (or yes) 
without feeling 

guilty

Make mistakes or 
change your mind

Negotiate for your 
needs, preferences 

and desires

Express and honor 
your feelings 

Voice your opinion 
(even when other 

disagree

Be treated with 
respect, 

consideration and 
care 

Determine who has 
the privilege of 

being in your life 

Communicate your 
limits and 

boundaries 

Prioritize self-care 
without feeling 

selfish 

Talk truly, be seen, 
and live free 

Source: Cole, T. (2021). Boundary boss: The Essential Guide to Talking True, being seen, and (finally) living free. 



CHALLENGING TIMES LEAD TO POSITIVE CHANGE

A shift in focus to 
what is really 

important in our 
lives

A chance to 
redefine our role in 

life.

Learning to become 
more flexible and 

resilient

Tapping into our 
strengths to 

increase growth 
and self-confidence



REFLECTION

HEAD HEART FEET



QUESTIONS?



https://www.linkedin.com/in/ruby-brown-herring

ruby@rbhwellness.com

919-578-5780

CONTACT INFORMATION

https://herringtrainingandconsulting.com


